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CLIENT SUMMARY

TWE Solutions, Inc. (TWE) is a nationally recognized MSP with clients ranging across multiple industries. TWE manages networks and custom harder architecture solutions. Of their many clients, TWE is assisting one of the Top 5 Landscaping companies in the country. The client company has 35 nationally distributed offices and relies on TWE for expert solutions to meet modern technological challenges.

CHALLENGE

TWE’s client requires multiple avenues of engineering support: standardizing IT procedures across multiple merged companies, enforcing system features and updates, and protecting all national sites against a rise in hacks and security threats. Dealing with network and security threats is a leading strength of TWE, and they needed a solid software application to assist with their goals.
SOLUTION—BACON UNLIMITED!

Bacon Unlimited’s endpoint management product, Bacon, is the software of choice for TWE in this scenario and many others. The goal for this client was to help stabilize security and enforce critical updates for all workstations and servers, as well as verify all endpoints have anti-virus protection. “I was able to push over 600 patches across the network in under two hours.”

RESULTS

According to senior staff engineers at TWE, using Bacon quickly shored up all exposed endpoints. A patching procedure was created to test security and critical updates before installing across the multi-state network. Updates are installed on a regular regimen and reports generated from Bacon bring increased visibility to client stakeholders and become part of IT analysis reports.